
R9 Ranch Change Applications
• Purchased Water Rights in 1995
• Historic Irrigation Diversions over 8,000 AF
• Existing sources do not meet present needs
• Change Applications Filed – June 26th 2015

• Change in Type – Irrigation to Municipal
• Change in Place of Use – R9 to Hays/Russell
• Change in Points of Diversion – 58 to 14
• Consumptive Use Requested  – 7,625 AF

• Change Application Process Lengthy
• Draft Master Order and Draft Change Approvals 

conform with all Statutes and Regulations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The City of Hays purchased the R9 Ranch, including the perfected water rights, in 1995.  In 1996 the City of Russell purchased an 18% interest.Historic annual irrigation diversions at the R9 have been over 8,000afSince purchasing the R9, the cities have farmed the property, utilized the water, and evaluated for yield.In June of 2015 the cities filed change applications with the Division of Water Resources asking to: change the beneficial used from irrigation to municipal, change the place of use from the R9 to Hays and Russell, change the points of diversion from 58 to 14, and requested a consumptive use authorization of 7,625af.Due to its unique nature, the change application process has been a lengthy one.  The draft order conforms with all statutes and regulations.



Unique Change Application Details
• Unique due to subsequent transfer process
• Delayed effective date
• Deferred identification of final well locations
• Approval of the total quantity
• Usage based on demonstrated need

Sustainable Yield
• Cities are committed to sustainable operation
• Cities plan to agree to sustainable-yield 

limitation
• Unique change application requirement
• Unique in the State

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The change application process is unique because it is part one of a two part process.  When the change application is deemed complete, the cities will begin the transfer process.  Because of the unique situation,  the cities asked DWR for a few considerations:The cities asked for a delayed effective date.  That allows the cities to navigate the transfer process before the order becomes effective. The cities asked for deferred identification of final well locations.  Cities asked DWR to approve the total quantity with the order, with actual demand based on population.  This is critical to the long term and economic viability of the project.The cities are committed to sustainable operation of the wellfield.It is not in our best interest, and the R9 will not be a viable long-term source, if it is operated unsustainably.   The cities plan to agree to a sustainable yield limitation in the master order.  This is a unique change application requirement. It is unique in the State of Kansas. The cities feel they are going above and beyond with the commitment to sustainable operation.



Additional Change Application Details
• The proposed changes present unique issues 

because of the Water Transfer Act
• The proposed changes conform to DWR and 

GMD regulations
• Quantities are reduced from the historic 

irrigation use based on:
• Consumptive Use
• Certified Quantities
• 10-Year Rolling Average
• Reasonable Need

• Phased Development of the Ranch
• Diversion Rates will be reduced to reasonable 

rates for municipal use  



Municipal
Well Siting 
Flexibility

Wells will be placed 
within 1,000 feet of the 
conceptual location at 
the best geologic 
location.

Will meet regulatory 
requirements
• Within ½ mile of 

current points of 
diversion.

• More than ½ mile 
from surrounding 
users.

• Within the same 
source of supply.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The planning and design process associated with the proposed R9 development is unique due to the two-step permitting process comprised of the water rights change process followed by the water transfer process and thus requires careful adaptive planning and flexibility.One area of needed flexibility is in regard to selecting and evaluating the final well locations.  Because of the timeline and uncertainty of the permitting process it is unreasonable to perform an extensive field investigation early in the permitting process.  Well sites were selected based on a reasonable consolidation of existing water rights and in consideration of applicable change in point of diversion guidelines.  Additionally, each proposed well location was further analyzed to develop the limits of flexibility unique to the proposed well site.  The analysis created the areal limits for the final well location based on future field investigation activities.  Any well location within the identified boundaries will comply with all established standards including being within ½ mile of all consolidated PD’s, greater than ½ mile from any other permitted well and within the same source of supply. 



Municipal
Well Siting 
Flexibility

Wells will be placed 
within 1,000 feet of the 
conceptual location at 
the best geologic 
location.

Will meet regulatory 
requirements
• Within ½ mile of 

current points of 
diversion.

• More than ½ mile 
from surrounding 
users.

• Within the same 
source of supply.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is another example of the same analysis applied to another proposed well location.



The existing GMD5 groundwater model fully encompasses the 
R9 Ranch, so Hays & Russell used the model to evaluate the 

sustainable yield of the R9 Ranch.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another unique aspect of the R9 development project is the commitment to long-term sustainable operation of the proposed well field.  This is an essential element of long term water supply planning. This commitment required the determination of sustainable yield.  Fortunately, there was already a tool available to complete the required assessment.  The GMD5 groundwater model covers a much larger area and fully encompasses the R9 ranch and thus was tool selected to conduct the analysis



The GMD5 Model reproduces historic 
water level changes on the R9 Ranch.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The first step in the evaluation process was to validate model performance in the area of the ranch.   The model was run utilizing the actual observed conditions from 1991 to 2008. he model results very closely reflected actual observed water level changes at piezometer locations within the ranch.



Area of less than 1 foot 
of water level change.

Sustainable Yield Evaluation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Multiple model runs were conducted with varying pumping rates and quantities.  Model scenarios were developed in consultation with DWR and were expanded to include a 51-year run that included an extended drought period reflective of the drought of record.  The graph above summarizes the modeling results.  The two blue lines represent the modeled water level changes at observation points within the Ranch Boundaries.  The y axis represents diverted quantities while the x axis represents the associated water level changes.  The green box represents the band of less than one foot of water level change or stable water level conditions.The model results indicate that diversions of 4800 AF / year will result in long-term stable water levels within the Ranch area.   



Sustainable Operation of the R9 Ranch 
Municipal Well Field

The Draft Master Order and the Draft 
Change Application Approvals:
• 6,756 acre-foot per year maximum 

further limited to:
• 4,800 acre-foot per year average
• 10-year rolling average

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, what does sustainable Operation mean based on the modeled results and the permitted quantities.  In any given year the maximum diversion limit is anticipated to be 6756 AF / year and in any 10-year period the rolling average annual diversion quantity can’t exceed 4800 AF.   This is an unprecedented requirement and commitment that aligns with the Great Bend Prairie RAC goal of achieving a sustainable level of groundwater diversion by 2025.Additionally, the development of R9 is planned in a phased manner and it is anticipated that it will be years before the capacity to divert even 4800 AF / year is developed. 
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